INTRODUCTION
The minimal polynomialextrapolation(MPE) and the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE) algorithmsare two methods that have beendevised for accelerating the convergenceof sequencesof vectors. In a recent survey carried out by D. A. Smith, W. F. Ford, and A. Sidi (unpublished)these two methods were tested and compared with the scalar, vector, and topologicalepsilon algorithms. It was observed numericallythat the MPE and the RRE have similarconvergence propertiesand are more efficientthan the three epsilon algorithms.
In the present work we analyzethe convergenceand stabilitypropertiesof the 
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MPE and the RRE, and show that they are bona fide convergence acceleration methods when applied to a family of sequences that includes those sequences obtained from systems of linear equations by using matrix iterative methods.
In a recent work [3] a general framework for deriving convergence acceleration methods for vector sequences has been proposed. Within this framework one can derive several methods, some old (including the MPE, RRE, and the topological epsilon algorithm), and some new (including a method that has been designated the modified MPE). The approach of [3] is formulated in general normed linear spaces of finite or infinite dimension.
In the present work we use the formulations of the MPE and the RRE as they are given in [3] . We also make the assumption that the normed linear space in which the vector sequence is defined is an inner product space, with the norm being induced by the inner product.
The plan of the present paper is as follows:
In Section 2 we specify the vector sequences whose convergence we are seeking to accelerate, describe the MPE and the RREas they were formulated in [3] , deriving at the same time determinant representations for them. We shall use Section 2 to also introduce much of the notation that we use in the remainder of thiswork .  In Section 3 we analyze the convergence properties of both methods and obtain actual rates of acceleration for them. In Section 4 we analyze their stability properties.
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are helpful in explaining some of the numerical results obtained from the MPEand the RRE. The techniques used in the present work are similar in nature to those developed and used in [3] in the analysis of the modified MPE and the topological epsilon algorithm. The analysis in the present work, however, is considerably heavier due to the extreme nonlinearity of the MPE and the RRE. Surprisingly, all the conclusions that were drawn for the modified MPE hold for MPEand RRE.
NOTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMS
Let B be an inner product space defined over the field of complex numbers.
In this work we shall adopt the following convention for the homogeneity property of the inner product. For y,zcB and :,B complex numbers, the i I inner product (-,-} is defined such that (:y,Bz): _B(y,z). The norm of a vector xcB will be defined by Ilxll= _.
Let us consider a sequenceof vectors xi, i = O, 1, ..., in B. We shall assume that As is known if aI _ 0, which will be the case for the given x0 in general, then _-limXm = s provided IXll < 1, otherwise s is the anti-limit. where y= (yl yM)T (zI, M)T , ..., and z .... , z , and y* is the Hermitean conjugateof y. This is the way the MPE was developedoriginallyin [1] .
We shall now give a determinantexpressionfor Sn,k that will be of use in the remainderof this work. Since IIII = vr , ) or any vector y in B, the ci that solve the minimizationproblem in (2.7) satisfy the normal
Consequently,the yj that are defined by (2.6) satisfy the equations
provided these equations have a solution.
Assuming that the determinant of the matrix of equations (2.11) is nonzero, and using Cramer's rule, we can write the solution of (2..11) as
where Nj is the cofator of oj in the determinant°0
with ui,j _ (Un+i,Un+j),i,j _ O. In the first row of the determinant D(oO, ..., Ok) we also allow oO, ..., ok to be vectors in B, in which case (2.13) is to be interpretedas
Combining (2.5), (2.12), and (2.14), we can now express Sn, k as
The RRE. Let k be an integer less than or equal to the dimension of the space B. The approximation Sn, k to s is given by
where the qi are determined as the solution of the minimization problem This is the way the RREwas developed originally in [2] .
For this case too Sn,k can be expressed as the quotient of two determinants, and we turn to this now. Again by the fact that l]yll= _for any vector y in B, the qi that solve the minimizationproblem in (2.17)
satisfy the normal equations
j=O Substituting Wn+j = Un+j+1 -Un+j on the left hand side of (2.20),and rearranging,we obtain k-1
Let us define where D(ao, ..., ak) is defined by (2.13)with ui,j = (Un+i,Un+j) , i,j _0, for MPE, and ui,j = (Wn+i,Un+j),i,j _0, for RRE. Subtracting s from both sides of (3.1), and making use of (2.14),we obtain the error formula
Under the assumption(2.1), we have Note that when the sequence xj, j = O, 1, ..., is generated by a matrix iterativeprocess as described in the example of Section 2, then in (3.7) the upper limits on the summationson the right hand side are replaced by M, and is replaced by =.
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Proof• From (3.20) and (3.8) (or (3.9)),
and G(v1, .... , Vk) is the Gram determinantof the vectors Vl, ..., Vk, given
Since the vi are linearly independent,G(Vl, ..., vk) is nonzero. Also,
• $1,. ,k is nonzero. since _i @ 1 for all i, H is nonzero Consequently, 1,.]],k Next, since _i @ _j for i @ j, and _i @ i for all i, V(T1, ...,-_k ) and V(1, _1' "'" _k) are nonzero on account of (3.11). Finally,we observe that, due to (3.25),the dominant term in the multiple sum on the right hand side of (3.21) in Lemma 3.2 would be that for which i = p, j = p, p = 1, ..., k, P P provided V(1 _1' _k) and S1, . ,k • "'" 1,_._,k are nonzero• which we have already proved to be so. Consequently• ,-,-,-,_ ,,oa,,s _,,a_ ",,': xn-,. s asn-,. =,,.e.,.. (2) When the MPE and RRE are being appliedto a vector sequence generated by using a matrix iterativemethod, they will be especiallyeffectivewhen the iterationmatrix has a small number of large eigenvalues(k-manywhen Sn,k is being used) that are well separatedfrom the small eigenvalues.
(3) As can be seen from (3.28),a loss of accuracywill take place in Sn,k when _1' ""' _k are close to 1. For sequencesof vectors obtained from the iterativesolution of linear systems of equations,this means that the matrix of the system is nearly singular.
These conclusionsare the same as those for the modified MPE, which has been defined and analyzed in [3] .
Finally note that the results of this section (and of Section 4) will not change if the MPE and RRE are replaced by any other method giving rise to Roughly speaking,this means that if errors are introducedin the vectors xm, k " then the error in Sn,k stays bounded as n . _. Since _ y_n,k) = 1, the j=O (n,k) >0, 0 < j < k, for all suffimost ideal situationis one in which yj _ _ _ k k ciently large n, so that _ y_n,k)
The followingtheorem gives the stabilitypropertiesof both the MPE and RRE when they are appliedto vector sequencessatisfyingthe condltionsof 
This proves (1).
Note that V(_, _1' ""' _k) is a polynomialof degree k in _. From Multiplyingboth sides of (4.2) by _q, summing over q from 0 to k, and finally making use of (4.13) and (3.11), (4.9) follows, thus proving (4). 
